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Introduction
‘The History of Coal Mining in 10
Objects’ is part of an Arts and
Humanities Research Council,
Creative Economy Knowledge
Exchange Project, led by the Universities of Nottingham, Leicester and
Nottingham Trent: Archives, Assets
and Audiences: new modes to engage
audiences with archival content and
heritage sites is funded by the AHRC
and through match funding from the
Universities.
‘The History of Coal Mining in 10
Objects’ team consists of Dr David
Amos - Heritage Officer at Bestwood
Winding-Engine House, Dr Sarah
Badcock Associate Professor, Department of History, University of Nottingham and Paul Fillingham Digital
Producer and Director of Thinkamigo.
The project pilots the use of digital
technologies to engage former mine-

workers, their families and the public.
It explores the significance of ten
selected objects and how they have
contributed to the development of the
coal industry and coal mining culture.
The study comes at a pivotal time in
the history of the coal industry in
Britain, with production capability
reduced to three working collieries
and many former mineworkers now
entering their twilight years.
The project team enjoy close ties with
these communities and have previous
experience in academic research and
the development of heritage projects
and cultural trails.
The project website incorporates
archive material and is supported by a
range of social media channels, print
and exhibition material in order to
facilitate wider public engagement.
It is hoped these assets will continue to
develop and provide a focus for future
activity.
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Heritage Officer Dr David Amos
presenting at the D. H. Lawrence Centre.

Heritage Events
In June, the Tin Hat Centre, in Selson
hosted talks by the mining heritage
project team. The event was supported
by Bilsthorpe Heritage Society who
displayed photographs and objects
from their collection.
The promise of a mining-themed
evening combined with a pie-andpeas supper proved so irresistible that
tickets for the event sold out in just
a matter of days.

Ex-miner from Bilsthorpe Heritage Society
explains mining memorabilia.

Digital Producer Paul Fillingham talks to
former mineworkers.

In September, a Steam Heritage Event
at Bestwood Winding-Engine House
captured the spirit of the traditional
Miners Gala with music from Bestwood Colliery Black Diamonds Brass
Band.

The team also gave presentations at
the 2013 D. H. Lawrence Festival
which included the debut of a
‘Headstocks’ video, featuring respected local historan and retired mining
surveyor, Robert Bradley.

The event provided a further opportunity for public engagement, sharing
stories, displaying images and offering hands-on contact with memorabilia related to the former Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire coalfields.

Some members of the public brought
in family photographs and
documents for identification and
scanning and in some instances,
historic material was donated to the
University of Nottingham archives.

Steam Event at the Bestwood Winding-Engine House

Photographic display in the Dynamo House.
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Headstocks

Bestwood Colliery headstocks.

Headstocks have come to symbolise
coal mining communities and coal
production. Thirty-five years ago
there were some twenty-five pits
in operation across
Nottinghamshire, each one (with
the exception of the fully-enclosed
tower winders) clearly identified by
the sight of the headstock wheels
turning. The development of the
headstock was born out of the
need to exploit deep coal seams
and is very much a product of the
industrial revolution.

At first, people took coal from the Babbington, Selston, Pinxton,
surface (opencast mining) where
extending into Derbyshire.
they found coal at the ‘Basset-edge’
where coal ‘outcropped’ to the
seam. Shallow pits were dug to
extract the coal, which led onto the
development of ‘bell-pits’.
These went a little deeper and when
working became too difficult the
miners simply dug another one
nearby. Many bell pits were uncovered during construction of the
M1 Motorway which ran through
M1 Motorway, 1968
the outcrop area: Trowel Moor,
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Outcrop to the seam

As bell pits got deeper, hauling
coal to the surface became more
difficult. The situation was improved by the introduction of a
‘windlass’. This developed into
putting a ratchet on the wheel
which meant you could let go of
it without the load tumbling into
the shaft. As a result, women and
children could wind coal to the
surface. This practice is illustrated
in the ‘Royal Commission on the
Employment of Children in Mines
and Manufacturies’ (1842) which
documented the plight of children
working underground.

Bell-Pit & windlass

Horse Gin

The windlass was replaced by the
‘horse gin’ a wooden structure
consisting of a large horizontal
wheel powered by a horse, walking
in a circle underneath.
The mechanism was attached to a
smaller wheel with a rope extending down the shaft. The horse gin
increased production and facilitated
development of a more robust shaft
system as heavy timber supports
could be transported into the mine.
With the advent of the industrial revolution, horsepower was
superceded by the steam engine,
allowing even greater throughput
and deeper, more extensive underground workings.
Horses were still used in the
production of coal but their role
shifted from the surface ‘pit-top’ to
the ‘pit-bottom’ where they were
used to haul materials around the
tunnels and transport coal-tubs
from the coal-face to the shaft and
out to the surface.
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Steam-powered winding engines
brought huge gains in productivity. Theses engines were usually
enclosed in brick-built winding
houses which became a common
sight around the country.
Winding engines were operated
by boys and had ropes extending
to a vertical wheel located above a
single shaft that was used to transport men and materials in and out
of the mine. In some collieries a
diagonal ‘drift’ tunnel could be
dug to help transport coal to the
surface independently of the
miners and materials.

Winding Engine

Single shaft coal mines were
outlawed by Act of Parliament
in 1862 as a direct result of the
Hartley Colliery disaster in which
two-hundred-and-four men and
boys lost their lives. The accident
was caused when the cast iron
beam of the steam engine split in
two, sending tons of debris down
the pit shaft.
The shaft at Hartley Colliery was
divided by a wooden ‘brattice’ a fairly inefficient ventilation
system designed to allow fresh air
to pass down one side, returning
foul air up the other. The brattice
collapsed into the mine when the
beam engine broke.
‘There was no way these men could
survive, until they could move all
the debris from the shaft, which
they tried. But by the time they got
down there, they had all suffocated.’
(Bradley, 2013).
The new legislation compelled
colliery owners to sink two shafts
instead of one, so that in the event
of a similar accident, the miners
would have a means of escape.
Tandem headstocks made from
pitched pine, like the ones preserved at Brinsley are typical of
the period and clearly illustrate

Hartley Colliery Disaster, (Illustrated London news, 1864)

the move towards twin shafts.
This configuration also brought
improved ventilation; with fresh
air passing down one shaft and
contaminated air being expelled
through the other. This meant
that miners could dig deeper and
further underground. Tandem
headstocks were also developed at

Tandem headstocks at Brinsley.
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Babbington, Cinderhill, High Park
(Eastwood), Watnall and Hucknall
collieries.
‘They found that over the years, the
wood would tend to rot and become
unstable and unsafe. At Mansfield
Colliery, the Inspector of Mines said
“this is unsafe” and he made them
stop winding coal.

Mining Historian, Robert Bradley.

David Amos and David Stewart filming at Bestwood Winding House.

But they were very clever, they built
a steel framework over the top of
the wooden one and the Inspector let them keep winding with a
small wheel under this framework’.
(Bradley, 2013).
Steel lattice frameworks began
to replace the old pitched pine
headstocks. The changeover from
wood to steel occured throughout
the 1920’s: Pleasley and Hucknall
were both converted but Brinsley
did not change as it was assumed
that the mine would close.
However, the shafts at Brinsley
were retained as an escape route
(‘second means of egress’) for
Selson Colliery.
Throughout the twenties, the
Nottinghamshire coalfield
expanded north-east of Mansfield
into the Dukeries.

These new pits went straight to
lattice frameworks which were
incredibly strong and commensurate with the depth of the shafts
which were going much deeper:
Blidworth, Bilsthorpe, Ollerton
and Clipstone all went straight to
latticework.
‘They weren’t allowed to do any
other, the inspectorate wouldn’t
allow it!’ (Bradley, 2013).
Born out of the need to overcome
common problems , many technical solutions were devised by the
mineworkers themselves.
At Pinxton, John King who
worked in the Blacksmiths workshop on the engineering side of
the colliery developed a
mechanism to overcome rope
‘overwinds’ - where the cage would
keep coming up the shaft without
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stopping, with often fatal
consequences for the men inside.
King devised a copper pin that
would break if it passed a certain
point at the top of the headstock:
Releasing a sprung claw to hold
the cage in-position. The device,
known as the ‘King’s Patent’ saved
thousands of lives.
A similar system was developed in
Lancashire by Edward Ormerod
and either of these two systems
have been employed in mines all
over the world.
View headstocks video

www.miningheritage.co.uk/headstocks

Colliery Sinkers at Bilsthorpe, 1927. (Bilsthorpe Heritage Society).

After the First World War,
Nottinghamshire saw huge
expansion of its coalfields.
The new mines were complimented
by construction of ‘model villages’
improving living conditions for
many working people. Private
mining companies like the Stanton
Iron Works and Newstead Colliery
Company (responsible for Bilsthorpe and Blidworth respectively)
effectively annexed the county’s
existing rural settlements.
When sinking began, many itinerant
workers were Irish labourers. It was
dangerous work extracting earth
and rock and lining the shafts with
brick and prefabricated ‘tubbing’.

Tunnel collapse and flooding were
a constant threat but the work
proved highly lucrative. As local
labour became absorbed by work
at the new collieries, the county’s
agriculture went into decline.

Colliery village, Blidworth, Notts. 1980.
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The colliery companies were
sensitive to the welfare and
education of their workforce.
At Blidworth, plans drawn-up by
the Newstead Colliery Company
included 1,200 houses with
gardens, sports grounds, shops
and schools. They also
commemorated the work of the
writer James Prior whose novel
‘Forest Folk’ had recorded village
life around the time of the Luddite
uprisings (c 1811 - 1816).
‘The Forest Folk Hotel’ - a centrepiece of the village featured leaded
windows depicting themes from
the novel. Initial development at
Blidworth did not go to plan:
As the village lay between existing
collieries at Newstead and
Rufford, it was not thought necessary to sink exploratory bore
holes. Unfortunately, the strata
proved different from that of its

‘Mechanisation developed strongly
in the nineteen fifties. And created
other problems in winding coal,
because you couldn’t sort it out
down the mine, you had to sort it
Collieries established between the out on the pit top, which consisted
war years employed steam winding of the screening and then a washery
engines to drive the wheels that
plant, which gave different grades
were held aloft the lattice-steel
that were put into trucks and taken
frameworks. These towering
away to different industries, for
structures with their attendant pit
power station or domestic use.
chimneys and sprawling workshops came to dominate the local
All mining underground needs
landscape. There were huge social
materials to be taken onsite: These
changes too, the local population
were things like; arches, timber,
expanding with an influx of expesteel props and ‘chocks’ (hydraulic
rienced workers arriving from the supports) as we call them - ‘walking
declining coalfields of Scotland and chocks’ - all automated - Huge
the North East.
machines that had to be taken
down the shaft to cut the coal.
After World War Two as unskilled, The amount of stuff that went into a
pre-mechanised working methods pit was unbelieveable, compared with
‘stinting’ were phased out. Minethe amount of coal that came out.’
work became more skilled.
(Bradley, 2013).
neighbours and at one point the
whole village was boarded-up
amids fears that coal would never
be found in the area.

The National Coal Board set up
under the Coal Industry Nationalisation Act (1946), sought to
standardise working practices,
conditions and pay. An important
part of this new organisation was
the NCB Film Unit which not only
produced newsreels for public
consumption but created a whole
range of training films to improve
safety and educate its workforce.

Trepanner at Caphouse Colliery, Wakefield.
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Sutton Colliery, North Notts.

Steam winders were eventually
replaced by electric winding
engines and modern collieries
such as Cotgrave, Ashfordby,
Selby and Harworth took on a
new form. These so-called ‘tower
winders’ consisted of a vertical
engine sitting directly above
the shaft and were enclosed in a
concrete tower; its function now
hidden, because you could not see
any headstock wheels turning.

Tower winders at Harworth, Notts.

Flame Safety Lamp

In the early days, miners used
candles, flaming torches and
oil lanterns to light their way.
As mines got deeper, this type
of lighting presented enormous
dangers due to the presence of
methane gas which is potentially
explosive in high concentrations
when exposed to a naked flame.
Underground explosions were
common but the impetus to find
a solution to the problem came
from the Felling Pit Disaster of
1812, in which ninety-two men
and boys were killed.
The principle of the flame safety
lamp was presented by Sir Humphrey Davy in 1815. Although
‘Davy Lamp’ is the common term
used by most people to describe
the device, the design was based
on the pioneering work of George
Stephenson and Dr William Reid
Clanny. However, Davy, an established figure within the Royal
Society was awarded a £2,000
prize for the invention. It was only
later in 1816 that Stephenson’s contribution was officially
acknowledged by the Royal Society.

Statue at the summit of Teversal Pit-tip,
the highest point in Nottinghamshire.
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In 1816, Clanny published a paper
‘Practical Observations on Safety
Lamps’. He also made improve-

ments to the design including the
addition of the distinctive bonnet.
The Davy lamp was adopted
nationwide with the exception of
the North East where George Stephenson’s design was more commonly used, the so called ‘Geordie
Lamp’. Davy appreciated the value
of his lamp but refused to patent
his design, turning down a fortune
and stating - ‘My sole object was to
serve the cause of humanity’.

methane gas or ‘firedamp’.
The device allows air samples to
be taken from areas of the mine
and blown into the lamp
by means of an aspirator bulb.
Changes in the colour of the
flame reveal the composition of
the gas. For example; a large area
of blue flame observed above the
test flame indicates the presence
of methane gas.
Above - preliminary casting for
the Teversal statue at The National
Coal Mining Museum for England. The full size statue designed
by Antony Dufort depicts a miner
observing a flame safety lamp and
is located on the summit of
Teversal pit tip, now a designated
nature reserve and the highest
point in Nottinghamshire,
providing spectacular views of
Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire.

Early safety lamps were quite fragile: The gauze in the Davy lamp
rusted, while the glass in Stephenson’s design was easily broken.
Later, Robert Gray (who first
wrote to Davy concerning the
problem of methane gas),
Dr Mathieu-Louis Mueseler
(Belgium) and Jean Baptiste
Marsaut (France) independently
resolved these problems by using
multiple gauze cylinders.
The modern Garforth lamp was
developed by the Mines Research
Establishment from a design
described by Sir William Garforth
in 1883 to provide safe lighting
in coalmines as well as providing
an effective tool for the detection,
observation and measurement of

During the London 2012 Games,
the Olympic Torch was transported
across the country by means of
what was effectively a miner’s
flame safety lamp.
In November 2013, an unlit flame
safety lamp accompanied
Russian Cosmonauts on a
spacewalk, ahead of the Sochi
2014 Winter Olympic Games.
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Devon Young with Flame Safety Lamp at
the Olympic Torch Relay, Ollerton, 2012.

Union Banners

Notts Miners Union Headquarters at Berry Hill, Mansfield.

Most mining trade union branches
had banners that depicted the pit
and often reflected the politics of
the time. These symbolic objects
are still shown at the North East at
the annual Durham Gala (‘The Big
meeting’) which is held every July.
In Nottinghamshire, miner’s galas
were held in Basford and Kirkby
in the 1950’s, then at the height
of coal production, moved to the
new Union Headquarters and
athletics ground at Berry Hill near
Mansfield. Here, union banners
were proudly paraded by mineworkers, family members, union
officials and civic dignitaries.

Banners also appeared during
political rallies and protest
marches, notably during the
General Strike in 1926, the
victorious strikes of 1972 and
1974, and the miners strike of

1984-85 which remains
controversial due to the split
between the NUM and the breakaway union; the Union of
Democratic Mineworkers (UDM)
established in December 1985.

Demonstration at the Notts Miners Union Headquarters in 1984.
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The Union banner for the Nottingham Section, Union of Democratic Mineworkers (below) is a
replacement for the original NUM
banner, produced for the breakaway union that later occupied
the Mining Union Headquarters
at Berry Hill. This banner once
adorned the Council Chamber
where delegates held their meetings. It incorporates a Robin Hood
‘Safety’ theme that appears in
the original design. Nottingham
Castle and Southwell Minster are
recognisable in the background
The Union banner for the
of the front panel. The reverse
Bolsover Branch, National Union
deviates from the original NUM
of Mineworkers (above), illustrates design, depicting a cut-away view
recreational activities that embody
the benevolent ethos of Emerson
Muschamp Bainbridge who leased
land from the Duke of Portland in
Bolsover and Creswell and began
producing coal in 1891 and 1896
respectively.
Bainbridge’s Bolsover Colliery
Company were instrumental in
developing the New Bolsover
Model Village to house and cater
to the needs of his workforce.
The company, featured in the
original FT top 30 list of companies
and went on to establish mines at
Rainworth, Forest Town, Clipstone,
Creswell and Edwinstowe.
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of the ground beneath a Sherwood
oak where two miners are working
in cramped conditions.
The banner features modern
mining techniques (hydraulic
roof-supports) and both sides of
the banner bear the inscription
‘Unity Is Strength’.
Fourteen union banners were
uncovered by the Mining Heritage
team whilst visiting the Union
Headquarters at Berry Hill.
The painted and embroidered
designs incorporate socialist
symbols, political slogans and
folklaw related to individual mines
and communities.

Steam Winding Engine from Linby Colliery in action at Papplewick Pumping Station.

The banner for Linby Colliery,
Nottinghamshire Section,
UDM (above), illustrates the
colliery’s steam powered winding
engine: Manufactured by Robey
and Co of Lincoln; the winding
engine operated from 1922 until
it was replaced with an electric
winder in 1982.

The preserved Robey SteamWinding Engine can be seen in operation at the Papplewick Pumping
Station.
The vignette in the centre of the
banner represents the Union
Activist Joe Whelan (1925-1982)
who worked at Linby for 20 years:
A life-long member of the Communist Party, Joe enjoyed respect
from both workforce and management. Whelan was an important
mediator between the National
Union of Mineworkers,
National Coal Board and the
Government, during the miners
strikes of 1972 and 1974.
The reverse panel features a pair
of hands cradling a family group
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and a modern cap-lamp, framed
by the title ‘Linby Colliery’ and the
inscription ‘Caring for the
Community.

The NUM banner for Mansfield
(Crown Farm) Colliery, features
a map with radiating quadrants
framing a coal tub, rail-wagons,
ship and power station. The reverse
features food, drink, light and heat,
arranged around an illuminated
safety lamp. Dated 1951, the same
year that ‘The Festival of Britain’
celebrated the end of wartime
austerity: This magnificent banner
conveys the country’s confident
mastery of industry and the
provision of essential utilities.

Mining Banner Committee discuss options for preservation, restoration and display.
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Pit-man’s Son - Paul Fillingham with mural
for Notts NUM Headquarters, 1977.

Project collaborators, Paul Fillingham and David Amos both share
connections with the coal industry. As a young art student, Paul
painted scenes from Blidworth
Colliery which hung in the Miners
Union Headquarters for over three
decades. Paul also received
a scholarship from the Coal Industry Social Welfare Organisation

David Amos (third from the right)
unveiling the Annesley Banner, 1984.

Prior to embarking on a career in
academia, education and industrial heritage, Dr David Amos
worked as a miner at Annesley
Colliery. The Annesley Branch
NUM Banner pictured above was
unveiled shortly before the 1984
miners strike. The banner is currently on temporary display at the

Established in 1952, CISWO
catered for the welfare of mining
employees and their dependants
‘beyond the colliery gate.’
Today the organisation engages
with Government and funding
bodies in order to tackle issues
associated with de-industrialisation
and structural unemployment.
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Bestwood Dynamo House. Both
Annesley and Bestwood Collieries
were part of Nottingham’s Leen
Valley; once an important area
for textiles and coal production.
Other Leen Valley Pits include;
Newstead, Linby, Hucknall,
Bulwell, Babbington, Radford,
Wollaton and Clifton.

Yearbook from the Mining Union Archive

The cache of mining banners
uncovered at the Union headquarters in Mansfield were just part of
a rich archive of material offering
a unique insight into coal mining
culture. Our team discovered a
wide range of artefacts, ranging
from joyful photographs capturing
the spirit of annual mining galas,

Detail from Newstead NUM Banner.

yearbooks detailing regulations
and production figures, to official
inquests into the tragic mining
disasters that have blighted local
communities. Historic documents,
some dating back to the last
century were taken to the
University of Nottingham for
archiving and preservation.

View more mining banners online

www.miningheritage.co.uk/unionbanners

Coal Queens at the Notts Area Miners Gala, Berry Hill, Mansfield, c.1980.
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Cap Lamp
The cap lamp or more accurately
‘Electric Safety Lamp’ is powered by a battery carried on the
miner’s belt and a cable running
up to the lamp. The lamp may
be slotted onto the front of the
miner’s helmet by means of a clip
or can be detached and used as
a flashlight for performing tasks
underground. The sight of groups
of miners walking through tunnels or being transported to the

surface in the ‘cage’ illuminated by
the light of their cap lamps, is an
enduring image that has come to
symbolise our industrial heritage.
The Oldham headlamp was
introduced into UK pits during
the 1940s. The lamp unit is sealed
to prevent gas penetrating the
casing thus eliminating the possibility of ignition by electrical
sparks. In recent years, manufacturers have made the transition

Statue to honour victims of the Bilsthorpe
Mining Disaster, 1994.
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to Light Emitting Diodes (LED
bulbs) which together with lithium
batteries, provide much brighter
illumination for longer periods.
Cap lamps are issued from a lamproom located on the pit-top where
units are charged and tested prior
to the next shift. The design has
found other uses above ground,
notably, applications in the fire
and rescue service. Since the
Falklands conflict, the availability

Motties

Miners from Sherwood Colliery, 1991.

of emergency cap lamps aboard
Royal Navy ships has became
mandatory: Prototypes for the
battle-grade charging units were
trialled at Annesley Colliery.

Brass ‘motties’ or ‘checks’ were
used for pay identification and
more importantly as a means of
a safety check when miners went
underground.
In the event of an underground
incident such as an accident, fire
or inrush of water, the motties would be used to identify
which miners were in that area
of the pit. In modern pits,
motties were replaced with
electronic swipe card systems, although the original
brass motties were retained
for emergency use in the event of
a system failure.

In common with other types of
mining memorabilia, motties are
actively sold on the internet.
A National Mining Memorabilia
Association exists to collect and
preserve brass mining motties.

‘Motties’ are returned at the end of the shift.
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was abandoned. Trials resumed ten
years later but it wasn’t until 1967
that a practical solution was found.

Self Rescuer

Following fatal accidents at
Whitehaven (1947) and Creswell
(1950) in which large numbers of
men were asphyxiated, the Chief
Inspector of Mines decreed that
‘Self-Rescuers’ should be provided

for all men working underground
to protect them from lethal doses
of carbon monoxide gas.
Trials commenced in 1953
but the available technology
proved unreliable and the scheme
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By the 1970’s every man entering
a mine was required to carry a
self-rescuer and keep it on his
person during the whole of his
time underground.
Stored in a metal container
attached to the miner’s belt, the
device was designed to give at
least one hour’s protection from
the effects of carbon monoxide.
Modern Self-Rescuers are no less
important today and offer much
longer periods of protection
against toxic gas.

Snap Tin

Perfect fit for sandwiches.

Lunch in the East Midlands and
parts of Yorkshire is called ‘Snap’.
Possibly a reference to the
specially-shaped, waterproof
‘snap tins’ that miners used to take
their food underground. (Miners
in the North East refer to their
lunch as ‘bait’).

minutes could be taken at an agreed
time for water and a sandwich.
In the absence of running water,
drinks were transported in a metal
canteen called a ‘Dudley’. Soiled
fingers meant that coal dust and
oil mixed with the food and dirty
bread-crusts were discarded.

Down the mine, tea breaks were
not taken at a specific time as they
are in other industries, but twenty

The hot working environment
limited the type of food that would
stay fresh underground: The jam
sandwich became a staple
ingredient of the pit-man’s diet.

Artist’s impression of French Snap Tin.

Snap breaks offered a forum for
debate, an opportunity for older
miners to instruct youngsters on
the ways of the world. Life-skills
including subjects as diverse as
managing money, relationships,
fishing, sex and politics. ‘Leg-pulling’ and camaraderie among the
men was common practice.
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A Facebook post from a former
mineworker describes how
Electricians working on the pit
top would secretly solder the snap
tins of trainee miners so that they
couldn’t be opened. Another miner claims that snap tins in France
were ‘over two-foot in length and
guaranteed to keep your baton
dry’. Joking aside, the snap break
played an important role in the
socialisation of workers.
The ubiquitous snap tin appears in
several acclaimed literary works
about life in mining communities,
including; George Orwell’s ‘The
Road to Wigan Pier’ (1937) and
Barry Hines’ ‘A Kestrel for a Knave’
(1968) - which was subsequently
made into a feature film (‘Kes’ Woodfall Films) by Ken Loach
in 1969.

D. H. Lawrence Birthplace Museum.

Caphouse Colliery Headstock.

Snap Tin - the movie
The Mining Heritage Team have
been working with students to
create a short film-drama entitled
‘Snap Tin’. The screenplay by Paul
Fillingham is based on the book
‘Coal Miners’ by G.A.W. Tomlinson (c1930). Chapter VII entitled
‘Strike’ centres around a snap break
in which a trainee miner ‘has his
arguments smashed...one-by-one to

the amusement of the other men’.
Filmed by Joel Footè, and directed
by Dr David Amos, the story is
interpreted through unique footage shot underground at Caphouse
Colliery in Wakefield (The National Coal Mining Museum for
England) and domestic scenes,
filmed at the D.H. Lawrence Birthplace Museum in Eastwood, Notts.

Young actor Tremaine Bailey and Dr David Amos re-enact a snap break at Caphouse Colliery.
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View ‘Snap Tin’ The Movie

www.miningheritage.co.uk/snaptin

Pit Tips

Aerial ropeway at Linby, 1959 (Ed O’Brennan)

Pit tips, sometimes termed ‘dirt
hills’ or ‘dot hills’ (locally in Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire)
are today, typically designated as
nature conservation areas. These
features give the impression that
Nottinghamshire is naturally hilly.
The landscaped tip at Teversal is
so tall that it stands as the highest
point in the county and is popular
with cyclists and walkers. However, only a few years ago, the local
landscape was characterised by
sprawling grey mountains made
from pit ‘slurry’.
Tipping methods in the past
involved dumping waste from pittubs onto a single location which

created conical tips. As production
increased due to mechanisation,
tubs were superseded by aerial
ropeways. Aerial ropeways were
gradually phased out following the
Aberfan disaster (1966) in which
116 children and 16 adults were
killed in a coal heap landslide.
Modern tipping methods involve
giant ‘Euclid’ vehicles that scrape
and distribute vast amounts of pit
waste across a wide area offering
better management and leveling of
spoil heaps. Waste disposal poses an enviromental problem for
today’s working collieries, particularly in instances where the dirt to
coal ratio (‘the vend’) is high.
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The Newstead Colliery site
(below) processed waste from
nearby Linby throughout the
late-80s. The site, also the location
of a vast marshalling yard for the
Grand Central Railway is now
returning to nature.

Newstead Pit Tip Lagoons in 2013.

Adventure Playgrounds of the Past
Paul Fillingham

Peter Fillingham and Andrew Dodsworth hunt rabbits at the Blidworth Pit Lagoons (1982).

In spite of the threat of disappearing down bottomless pits,
drowning or being burned to
death in underground caverns
of fiery quicksand, the pit tips
represented an irresistible playground to local boys.Whenever
we scaled the barbed-wire fence to
play war-games in the forbidden
zone, someone would always lose
their footing and go home ‘caked’
head-to-foot in grey slurry. An inspired game was conceived by my
youngest brother, Mick and two of
his school friends. Having found
a couple of abandoned bicycles,
they started racing down the steep
incline of the pit tips. My brother’s friends were ‘hefty’ lads who
dwarfed the spindly bicycle frames
and used big boots to brake their
descent. Trundling noisily on bare
wheel-rims, the bicycles careered
down craggy slopes, kicking-up so

much dust that visibility was
reduced to inches. Pot holes were
a constant worry because they
could propel the rider head-first
over the handlebars.
Hunting with dogs and air-rifles
was another activity, sometimes
practiced at night, assisted by
battery belts and cap lamps. It was
unwise to be on the tip after dark
as you ran the risk of becoming a
target. In 1982, a local arms race
saw the introduction of more
powerful weapons. Shotguns guaranteed more rabbit-stew but were
so loud they couldn’t be fired close
to the village. The noise issue was
eventually resolved by silencers
made from stacks of metal washers. A lunar crater at base-camp
provided a convenient rifle-range.
It had a selection of targets, including; traffic cones, bottles, tin
cans and camp-stove cylinders.
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Euclyd tyres at Newstead.

Oil drums made the most noise
but detergent bottles filled with
red poster-paint were a popular
choice, creating a blood-and-guts
display worthy of any ‘video nasty’. TV vacuum-tubes were a cherished target as they could be floated on the grey lagoons. A steady
aim would reward any capable
marksman with an implosion that
looked like the opening credits to
Gerry Anderson’s ‘Stingray’.

Abandoned TV tube - a cherished target.

Pit Pony

Sherwood Colliery - Prize winning pit pony and boy. c1905. (Mansfield Museum and Art Gallery and www.picturethepast.org.uk).

In the days before mechanisation,
pit ponies were stabled underground and were used to transport
materials in and coal out of the
mine. The men, boys and ponies
who worked together during this
period endured terrible working
conditions. Prior to Nationalisation in 1947, colliery companies
contracted unskilled labour under
the ‘butty system’.

A butty was a miner who had risen through the ranks and invested in men, ponies and materials
which he sub-contracted to the
mine.
He was an intermediary between
the mine-owner and the workforce. His men were paid on the
amount of coal produced and
when seams became exhausted,
men borrowed against future
production or were simply laid-off.
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‘You will load coal as big as nature
will allow’ is typical of the tone of
a company rulebook, described
by Mr Singleton a former miner,
born in 1905.
He goes on to talk about the boys
and ponies who worked underground at Eastwood.
‘Conditions were terrible. Ponies
used to go into areas with insufficient height causing back injuries”.

‘At New England Pit, a butty by the
name of ‘Smalley’ employed
a workforce of around 100 boys’
Singleton describes how the boys
would queue outside Mr Smalley’s
house in order to collect their pay.
The house was known locally as
‘Smalley’s Penny Mansion’ on
account of the fact that he would
always fine the boys a penny which
was deducted from their wages.
Smalley also ran a large stable of
ponies that worked in the mine.
‘For protection they wore a skullcap and bridle made of leather.
A pony had to be three years old
before it was allowed down the pit.
They learned to walk with their
heads down and could open [air
doors] in the roadway. It knew
which door needed pulling and
which doors it could push.
They used to be ridden, though
we weren’t supposed to ride’.
The ponies lived most of their
life underground. ‘Females were
released into the meadows to give
birth and returned to the pit after
recuperation. Offspring were contracted to the pit when aged three.’
Moorgreen Colliery had as many
as 120 ponies. ‘The ponies had to
transport the coal to the ‘main rope’
They could pull four loaded trucks

Pit Pony surfacing at Bentinck Colliery.

up a one-in-twenty gradient and as
many as ten trucks on a level seam.
Singleton fondly recalls feeding
ponies with apples and mentions
‘Pansy’ a pony of 31 years who was
‘as crafty as a fox’ and had worked
underground for 28 years. Acts of
kindness were tempered with brutality. Life in the dark tunnels was
hard and some ponies were killed.
‘I killed one myself ’ he confesses.
‘It ran away, into a door. - If you
got a ‘runner’ when the tubs got too
heavy, the pony couldn’t hold them
back, [they] used to run into doors
and break their necks.’
‘They had a rough time, ponies did.
Because you had to get that coal
out. Under private enterprise, you’d
got to get it out. Didn’t matter how
that pony was feeling, whenever
it was tired - and they were tired

because they worked night and day.
You’d got to thrash him to make
him do his work. Mind you if they
caught you thrashing them, you’d
be in trouble, but at the same time,
if you didn’t thrash them and they
didn’t do their work, you were still
in trouble!’
‘I’ve known ponies go all day without a bite or a drink. And working in hot places you know. They
used to come into the stables after
coal-turning [on the] morning shift.
They would have half-an-hour’s
walk, be put into the stables for a
drink and a bit of corn, then out
again on the afternoon shift.’
A full set of interviews conducted
in the 70’s by Roy Dyson, a teacher
from Hall Park Technical
Grammar School, is available from
the Mining Heritage website.

Coal
Coal is a combustible, sedimentary,
organic rock, composed mainly
of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen.
Coal seams are formed from
vegetation, sandwiched between
rock strata and altered by the
effects of pressure and heat over
millions of years. The use of coal
in modern times is not fully understood by younger generations.
Coal played a significant role in
the industrial revolution in Britain
and continues to do so, for power
generation, steel production and
less obviously in the manufacture
of consumer goods. The majority of our coal requirements are
now met by imports from Russia,
Columbia and the USA. Whilst

Fireplace at the D. H. Lawrence Birthplace Museum, Eastwood.

domestic coal consumption in
the UK is negligible, demand for
‘steam coal’ used in power generation remains high. Emerging
manufacturing economies such as
China have a huge appetite for coal.
‘Since 2000, global coal consumption has grown faster than any
other fuel. The five largest coal
users - China, USA, India, Russia

Coal-fired boilers at Papplewick Pumping Station.
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and Japan - account for 76% of
total global coal use’ (World Coal
Association, 2013).
Coal is more abundant than gas
and oil but is a major contributor
to greenhouse gas concentrations.
The development of carbon capture technology is seen as critical
to its continued use as an economically efficient fuel source.

Ratcliffe Power Station. (Claire Pendrous).

Pit Present
Today there are just three deep
coal mines in production in the
UK: Thoresby Colliery in north
Nottinghamshire, Hatfield Main
Colliery in South Yorkshire and
Kellingley in Beal, North Yorkshire. ‘There were ten deep mines in
operation at the end of 2012’ (Five
of these pits would be employing
less than fifty men). Contrast this
figure with the 1950’s when there
were ‘1,334 deep mines in operation’. (Department of Energy and
Climate Change, 2013).

Thoresby Colliery headstocks. (Tarboat www.flickr.com/photos/93173492@N00/).

‘Thoresby Colliery, originally
developed in 1925 for the Bolsover
Colliery Company was their jewel
in the crown and is still in production today’ (Bradley, 2013)
Although productive, the mine

faces claims by businesses affected
by subsidence which closed part of
the A614 in 2012.
UK Coal are reviewing the
possibility of reopening Harworth
Colliery in Bassetlaw which was

Miners at Thoresby, 2008. (David Sillitoe).
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temporarily closed in 2006 due to
geological problems. Accustomed
to being ‘mothballed’ - Harworth
was originally sunk in 1913 by the
Northern Union Mining Company.
The Anglo-German operation
was impounded by the British
Government at the outbreak of the
First World War and the German
workers interned.
Harworth Colliery tower-winders.

Hatfield landslide (Lee Kendrick).

Miners at Kellingley (Steven Franks).

A landslide at Hatfield in February
2013 highlights the issue of waste
tipping and the powerful impact
of geological faults. The incident
destroyed railway lines connecting
Doncaster and Goole and Doncaster and Scunthorpe.
Kellingley, (‘Big K’) is a modern
colliery which supplies coal to
power stations between Leeds and
Hull and produces high-calorific
coal for household use.

It is one of the most productive
pits in Europe but since the year
2000 there have been some fatalities due to roof falls, highlighting
the fact that deep mining of coal
remains a dangerous activity.
‘In 2012, high gas prices saw coalfired power generation increase to
its highest level since 2006. Domestic output fell to an all-time-low
with imports increasing by 30% to
meet demand.’
(Department of Energy and
Climate Change, 2013).
The report ‘Energy Trends : March
2013’ suggests there is still significant demand for coal. However,
the future of deep coal mining in
the UK is uncertain as collieries
experience operational and geological difficulties and fierce competition from foreign imports.

Abandoned headstocks at the former Clipstone Colliery site which closed in 2002.
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Crown Farm Industrial Estate, Mansfield.

Memorial Wheels and Heritage
Today, headstock wheels can be
found mounted on plinths forming a kind of gateway into the
former mining communities.
These wheels remind newcomers,
the grandsons and granddaughters
of ex-miners, how these communities came about. Many villages
throughout the county owe their
existence to the colliery companies who built them in order
to attract workers and exploit
the coal in the new mines. After
closure, most pit yards and workshops were developed as industrial estates for business startup’s
and light engineering The pit tip

at Bilsthorpe is now the location
for wind turbines, providing
alternative energy. Methane gas
is also being extracted from old
mine workings to produce electricity, including Clipstone - the
site of the tallest headstocks in
Europe. These derelict structures
can be seen for many miles and
were built in 1952 over the original steel headstocks which were
built in 1922. The unusual design
employed a Koepe winding system that originated in Germany.
Land-owners (Welbeck Estate)
have applied for consent to demolish the Grade II-listed structures.
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Vicar Water, Clipstone (Kevin Frost).

Wind-farm, Bilsthorpe Colliery site.

‘The wheels turning gave
people the idea that there
was some mechanisation or
industrial action being
fulfilled. But when you finish
a pit, those headgears are the
last thing that they destroy.’
(Robert Bradley, 2013)
In Nottinghamshire there are
three preserved headstocks that
are open to the public:

Bestwood Winding House Museum.

Bestwood Steam Winding Engine
and Dynamo House (1861-1967).
Once the most productive mine
in the world - the first colliery to
produce over one million tons of
coal in a year.
Brinsley tandem headstocks,
(1872-1970). Located near
Eastwood in a woodland setting
in D. H. Lawrence country.

Brinsley Tandem Headstocks.

Pleasley Colliery (1873-1983).
Located on the Notts/Derbyshire
border, one of the Stanton Ironworks collieries, lovingly restored
to its former glory by former
miners and local volunteers.
For more information visit
www.miningheritage.co.uk

Pleasley Headstocks (Alan Padley).
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Annesley Colliery (Chris Bradshaw).
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